WINTER 2014

NORTHWEST HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

2014 SPRING GARDENING SYMPOSIUM

SMALL SPACES-BIG IMPACT!
AS POPULATION DENSITY INCREASES

even here in the Pacific Northwest,
downsizing will not only apply to more
of our homes, but also to our gardens.
Smaller gardens bring into play a special
set of design requirements not neces¬
sarily encountered with a house and
garden set on a larger lot. Here are some
questions that will be addressed at the
symposium: How to make the space feel
larger. How to give the design focus.
Dealing with the views of adjacent prop¬
erties. Finally, how to bring the garden
space along with the living space into
an aesthetically pleasing whole.

REGISTER NOW!

We will bring together four

DATE: SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 2014

professionals, each with diverse

8:30 AM TO 4:00 PM

backgrounds, to explore differ¬

location: bastyr university auditorium

ent aspects of the small garden.

14500 JUANITA DRIVE NE, KENMORE, WA 98028

Andrew Wilson, author,

fee: members

Chelsea Flower Show judge, and

$65.00,

$85.00

(fee includes lunch)

principal of Wilson McWiliam Studio in London, will be

non-members

Hellebores in the O’Byrne garden
(Ernie O’Byrne)

registration:
E-MAIL NWHORT@AOL.COM OR PHONE 206-780-8172

Scot Eckley, owner of the designbuild firm Scot Eckley, Inc. will discuss

the keynote speaker sharing
his thoughts on the small garden as a

how she creates amazing small space

how he crafts beautifully inspired and

response to population density both here

gardens.

private garden rooms using the client’s

and in the U.K. as well as current design

Marietta O’Byrne, owner of North¬

space and budget restrictions.

trends in the U.K. and how they link to

west Garden Nursery, will talk about

trends in the U.S.

how she has used her beloved hellebores,

the spring symposium to you again with

a mostly evergreen plant with a big floral

support from the Pendleton and Elisa¬

Alexandra Watts, principal of SA Watts

bang, and other companion and suc¬

beth C. Miller Charitable Foundation

Design, noted for her innovative, artistic,

cession plantings, to create her densely

and the Elisabeth C. Miller Botanical

and green design solutions will share

planted collector’s garden in Eugene, OR.

Garden. Don’t hesitate; sign up now.

Bay Area landscape designer Shirley

■■

We are happy to be able to present

►
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2014 Spring Gardening Symposium .. . CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
~ SPEAKERS SHIRLEY WATTS:
Thinking Big in Small
Urban Gardens
Shirley
Alexandra
Watts is a
graduate of the
Pennsylvania
Academy of
Fine Arts,
and studied at
the Ecole du

and construction. Scot holds degrees

of their Winter Jewels® strain of hybrid

in English literature and landscape

hellebores.

architecture from the University of

Marietta O’Byrne’s presentation will

Washington, and has studied landscape

cover hellebores in all their glory and

design and construction in Boston,

variety, enlivened by companions that

Massachusetts; Cuernavaca, Mexico;

will extend the season and intermingle

and Rome, Italy.

with this winter-flowering jewel. Mari¬

Scot brings a trained designers eye to

etta does not speak very often anymore

the challenges and details of landscape

since she hand pollinates all the hel¬

construction. He enjoys the process of

lebores produced by the nursery.

working with and installing gardens
designed by notable landscape architects,
interacting with clients, and creating
innovative and cost-conscious solu¬

ANDREW WILSON:
Small Gardens:
More or Less?

tions. His design interests involve using

Louvre in Paris and the Tyler School

materials in novel ways and maximizing

of Art in Rome. She is principal of

outdoor living space in small gardens.

Andrew
Wilson is
an award¬

sawattsdesign, an award-winning design

winning

build firm that works in gardens all over

MARIETTA O’BYRNE:
Hellebores and Beyond:
Succession Plantings for
the Small Garden

landscape

Marietta

partner in

Small spaces allow us to explore the

O’Byrne is

the Wilson

essence of what we want from our gar¬

a hands-on

dens. In over 20 years creating gardens

gardener,

in the San Francisco Bay Area, Shirley

a digger of

has devised innovative solutions to

dirt, and a

looming neighbors, ever present fences,

multiplier of

screening problems, and tight spaces.

plants. All

She will talk about how to consider the

she wants to

judge for the Royal Horticultural Society,

whole space and work within constraints

do is garden.

specializing in show gardens, including

the Bay Area. Shirley has developed a
personal design style using new and
salvaged materials, plantsmanship, and
an ability to bring a surprising element
of contemporary culture to a garden.

and garden
designer
and a

McWilliam
Studio
based in London. He is also a director of
the London College of Garden Design,
which operates from a base within the
Royal Botanic Garden Kew. Andrew is a

to create wild, extraordinary gardens in

She grew up in large cities, but for¬

the Chelsea Flower Show. He is also an

whatever pocket of earth you have.

ever yearned for the countryside. She

author. His most recent book, The Small

moved from Germany to California,

Garden Handbook, was published in

SCOT ECKLEY:
Secrets of Designing for and
Maximizing Small Spaces

back to Europe, and finally to Oregon
to settle down, in 1972, on a farm near
Eugene that she and her husband,

In 1999, after

Ernie, share with numerous animals,

years of experi¬

and thousands of plants. Ernie and

ence in landscape

Marietta O’Byrne started Northwest

construction, Scot

Garden Nursery, specializing in peren¬

Eckley founded

nials in 1992.

Scot Eckley Inc., a

At about that time, they began

March 2013.
Andrew will look at the development
of the small garden as a response to
urbanization and population density He
will also discuss current design trends
in both the UK and in the United States.
This relates to the appearance of our
small gardens but also to their use which
in turn links to community and commu¬
nal gardens as a related issue. 11

company special¬

breeding hellebores and now specialize

izing in residential

in them exclusively, working constantly

Hans Mandt is chair of the Symposium

landscape design

to improve the color, shape, and vigor

Committee.
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FINDING PLANTS FOR SMALL
GARDENS ON THE WEB
I LOVE GARDENING IN SMALL

tolerance to typically poor urban

spaces. It is a challenge to com¬

soils. The shrubs list also has

bine great foliage, flowers, and

some larger shrubs that can easily

form to make a beautiful garden

be arborized into attractive small

vignette that lasts longer than

trees, many of which will perform

one season. My go-to website for

admirably in a large container as

great information is the Great

a patio tree.

Plant Picks (GPP) site (www.

I always review the conifer

greatplantpicks.org). For ideas

list. Conifers dominate our

on what plants will work for a

region and are an important part

given spot—and to remind me

of any garden in the North¬

that there are other choices than

west. A nice selection of dwarf

the twenty or so plants I typically

and slow-growing evergreens

think of using—I beeline to the

is a must in the garden. These

GPP Plant Lists tab. Once open,

charming shrubs offer interesting

I can access lists of trees, shrubs,

year-round texture and char¬

perennials, grasses, and bulbs

acter that few other plants can

that are perfect choices for the

provide.

smaller urban landscape.

Using these basic tools from
the GPP website allows anyone to

One of the most difficult plants
to choose for small spaces is trees.

create a hardy, easy-to-grow, and

It is all too easy to plant an ador¬

reliable framework from which to

able sapling and watch it grow

build an enviable and lovely small

much too large or far too wide for
its space. The GPP small spaces
tree list is a select group noted for

Richie Steffen is the curator of

compact habits, narrow forms,

the Elisabeth C. Miller Botanical

long season of interest, and/or

Dwarf conifers and mixed containers frame
a narrow stair case (Richie Steffen)

Garden.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS ~
Nanci Allen

Katherine Graubard

Eva Long

Mary & Craig Peterson

Emily Allsop

Lori Hager

Charlie Madden

Elaine Richards

Kelli K. Armstrong-Smith

Ann Haines

Maggie Martos

Phyllis Richardson

Susan Bucknell

Don Hall

Helen McCall

Deborah Riehl

Jenever Burns

Kathleen Herdlein

Michelle McMorran

Mike Robertson

Barbara Carmody

Jan Herdman &

Katherine Miller

Pam Sturgeon

Greg Moga

Karen Swenson

Catherine Floit

Rich Wilson

Ricardo Garcia &

Karen K. Hugg

Nancy Nielsen

Elaine Woo

Peter Voeller

Frankye Jones

Jerri Ninesling

Lin Zurfluh

Lacey Leinbaugh

Margilee O’Neill

Loretta Goetsch
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TAKING ON A CHRISTMAS CACTUS
Diane

The universe has decided

Mettler

• Use well-drained soil. When I

I

should grow Christmas cacti

got my Christmas cacti, I replanted

(Schlumbergera bridgesii). Over the

them in the soil I had on hand

last couple of years I’ve inher¬

which was a mistake. These are

ited six. They have never been

jungle plants that, like orchids,

my favorite plant. As a kid, they

naturally grow on trees. They need

creeped me out with their flat, seg¬

well-drained, rich, porous soil with

mented stems that reminded me

plenty of leaf mold and sand.
• Fertilizing. I’ve read conflict¬

of tapeworms. But, I’m learning to

ing information about fertilizing. I

love them.

decided to trust the Sunset Western

I’ve read that the Thanksgiving

Garden Book that instructed me to

cactus (Schlumbergera truncata),
the Christmas cactus (Schlum¬
bergera bridgesii), and the Easter cactus

An inherited Christmas cactus blooming in
November (Diane Mettler)

“feed frequently—as often as every
7-10 days during growth and flower—
with liquid fertilizer.”

(Rhipsalidopsis gaertneri) look alike. The
Schlumbergera species are native to the

Blooms

tropical forests of Brazil, while the Rhipsalidopsis species are

To get your cactus to bloom at Christmas Sunset says, “Keep

native to the natural forests of Brazil.

the plant where it will receive cool night temperatures (50-

These three species are members of the group of cacti called

55° F) and 12-14 hours of darkness per day during November.”

leaf cacti, explains Martha Smith, University of Illinois Exten¬

I found this difficult because mine bud in October and

sion horticulture educator. The plant bodies are flattened and
the leaves are actually stems. The flowers are produced from

bloom in November. (This is also probably why Christmas

notches in these stems or from the tips. The fuchsia-like flow¬

cactus is often called Thanksgiving cactus.)
Whether it blooms in November or December, it’s worth the

ers last a long time. They are usually pink, but modern hybrids
include white, red, yellow, and purple varieties.

wait. The blooms are a colorful winter blast.

Growing Tips

Propagation
In the wild, Schlumbergera are pollinated by hummingbirds.

Immediately after inheriting my cacti people told me,

And most species require cross-pollination to set seed.

“Don’t worry; they’re easy to grow. I just water mine when I

If you want more cacti, you won’t need hummingbirds.

think about it, and it blooms every year.”

Propagation is insanely easy. Just break off a piece of your plant,

I’ve found they need a bit more care than that. Here are a

place it in soil, and water. Presto—a new Christmas cactus! For

few hard-learned tips.

more information on propagation, see www.horticare.net.

• Avoid direct sunlight. Although these plants enjoy going
outdoors in the summer, they need some shade. Direct sun¬

Much more to learn

light will damage them.

If you like Christmas cactus, that’s good because it’s likely to

• Place in indirect light. A bright window is ideal. Plants

be with you for many years. There are many over 100 years old

placed farther from the light have never bloomed for me.

although 20 to 30 years is more the average.

• Water regularly. The Christmas cactus isn’t as drought-

If you’d like to learn about the non-cactus cacti, there are

tolerant as the name implies. Keep the growing medium just

great books out there, including Christmas Cacti: The Genus

moist throughout the year and avoid extremes.

Schlumbergera and Its Hybrids by A.J.S. McMillan and J.F.

• Dont over water. If you over water not only will the stems

Horobin. 0

get flabby, their buds can drop, making them susceptible to
pests and diseases. Exposure to cold drafts, placing them too
close to a hot vent or radiator, or a lack of potash in the soil can

Diane Mettler is a freelance writer and editor. She can be

also cause buds to drop.

reached at diane@spilledinkstudio.com.
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ROBERT FAIRFAX:
FOLIAGE, FORM, AND FANTASY MORPH IN A WOODLAND GARDEN
Courtney

Olander

out distinctly as their own, yet as part of the whole: the stately
vertical trunks of the Douglas-firs and Western red cedars,
the wispy light-filled vine maples, the shiny mounded forms
of salal, and the delicate moss spreading underfoot. The quiet
of the space was omnipresent; now I understood why the
woman was whispering. And then... I saw them, a colony of
Forest Urchins nestled amongst the moss, rocks, and roots
of the forest floor—some huddled together, others standing
alone. Round and approximately eight to ten inches in diam¬
eter, their blue forms popped against the greens of the forest
setting, yet looked very much in harmony with the woodland
surroundings.
This proved to be only the beginning of the surprises
to come. As the woodland path curved through the moss
glen, the bog garden, and around the pond, each turn
revealed a new vignette, alive with fantastical creatures
and sensuous forms. Purple Pods, Poppy Urchins, and
Fenulents nestled amongst the foliage while the Rune
On

August

18, 2013,

Stone Wall, Spirit Arbor, and Cenozoic Wall helped to

I had the good fortune

define each space while adding to its mystery.

of participating in

Upon asking Robert what inspired his garden and art

the annual Northwest

he responded, “The garden reflects my fascination with

Horticultural Society’s

nature’s beautiful forms; sometimes a bit of whimsy is

Meet the Board Garden

added; plus, you see the elements of civilization, such as

Tour. This years tour was centered in Snohomish County and

hieroglyphics, morphing into the natural. I try to harmonize

featured six gardens and one nursery. As always, every garden

my artwork with the woodland surroundings.”

was a delight, full of inspiration and awe. However, it was the

Most of Robert’s sculptures are created in an oil-based clay

five-acre woodland garden and art of Robert Fairfax that left a

or plaster and often incorporate natural materials found in

lasting impression on me.

the landscape. The “shell-like” structures on his front porch

After a short walk from the road up a gravel driveway, I was

were evidence of the second step in the process, polyurethane

first struck by a grove of vine maples arching gracefully near

rubber molds of his sculptures which can be used with either

the entry to Robert’s home. As I stood under the maples, mar¬

cement admixtures or resins for replication.

veling at the light, a woman who had just finished touring his

Each visitor to Robert’s garden is sure to have a different

garden walked up to me and quietly said, “You’re in for a treat.”

experience. For me, personally, the beauty of his garden was

I wondered why she was whispering, and smiled with a nod of

the feeling of being transported to a different time or place. I

my head. My curiosity was piqued as I approached the steps to

felt as though I’d stepped into a fantasy. While the “rules” of

his front porch. There were large blackened and charred logs

gardening have their place, Robert’s woodland walk is proof

leaning against his home and what, at first glance, appeared

that a garden can be whatever you want it to be.

to be the recently shed shells of several enormous prehistoric

To learn more about Robert’s art, or better yet add some to

bugs. The host then guided me around the side of his home

your own garden, you can e-mail him at robertalanfairfax@

where I was greeted by two pillars designating the entry to the

gmail.com. His website is www.robertfairfax.com. 13

garden. I thought to myself, “Oh, this is going to be a treat.”
As I walked along the moss-covered garden paths, I no¬

Courtney Olander, CPH, is a landscape designer and horticultur¬

ticed how the shapes and textures of every forest layer stood

ist for Sublime Garden Design, www.sublimegardendesign.com.
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NORTHWEST FLOWER 8. GARDEN SHOW

FREE ADMISSION TO THE SHOW
Volunteer at the Northwest

subscriptions will be awarded a free

Horticultural Society/Pacific

one year NHS membership with a

Horticulture Society booth for a

subscription to Pacific Horticulture

three-hour shift February 5-9 at the

magazine.

Northwest Flower & Garden Show

Our booth number is 2410. Volun¬

and get free admission to the show on

teer early to secure your first choice

the day of your shift.

of shifts. Contact Karin Kravitz at

Since NHS is the Northwest

nwhort@aol.com or 206-780-8172.

regional society that sponsors Pacific

During the rest of the day of your

Horticulture magazine we will be

shift use your free admittance to enjoy

combining our booths this year in

all that the show has to offer. See fabu¬

a joint effort to sell NHS member¬

lous display gardens, 300 exhibitors

ships and Pacific Horticulture subscriptions. Volunteering at

including many of your favorite nurseries, and the popular

the booth is a great opportunity to greet NHS members and

marketplace. Enjoy the seminar speakers that include some of

make new gardening friends. The volunteer who sells the most

your fellow NHS members. Check the list below and support

new NHS memberships and/or the most Pacific Horticulture

them by attending their presentations, il

NHS MEMBERS TO SPEAK AT GARDEN SHOW
Janet
Northwest gardeners are fortunate

Endsley

to have a milder “Mediterranean” climate that enables us to grow so many cool plants,

both exotics and natives. But even better, the Northwest Flower & Garden Show is right on our doorstep. After 26 years, this
beloved home-grown Seattle event just keeps getting more amazing. Gardeners of all skill levels can experience everything
gardening: lavish show gardens, shopping par excellence, and a seminar program unrivaled by any show, anywhere.
This year’s show, February 5-9, 2014, at the Washington State Convention Center will bring “Art in Bloom” to over 60,000 fans,
heralding spring for our winter-weary, drizzle-dosed souls. NHS members have a long tradition of speaking at the show, and here
are some you won’t want to miss. Plan your time by checking the seminar schedule and speaker bios at www.gardenshow.com/
seminars. Our “Speakers at a Glance” page makes it easy to scroll through all 90 speakers. !!

~ Wednesday, February 5 ~
Gardening 101: Form, Foliage & Flowers
• Debra Prinzing—Must-have Plants for
Fabulous Flowers
• Riz Reyes—Structural Beauty for Winter
Gardens
• Richie Steffen—It’s All About the Foliage
Richard Hartlage—Art Gardens
Lorene Edwards Forkner—Garden to Table:
Rustic Hearty Winter Salads
Phil Wood—The Circle
~ Thursday, February 6 ~
Gardening 101: Misery Loves Company!
• Marianne Binetti—Oh the Plants I have
Killed!
• Ciscoe Morris—Ooh la la! My Biggest
Bloopers Ever!

Lucy Hardiman—Multiplication by Division
Karen Chapman—Sassy or Classy?
Kelly Dodson & Sue Milliken—Plant Crack
for Plant Junkies
John J. Albers—A Garden in Partnership
with Nature
Lorene Edwards Forkner—Backyard
Makeover
Richie Steffen—Winners for Every Garden
~ Friday, February 7 ~
Gardening 101: Success with Shade
• Marty Wingate—Shady Characters:
Perennials
• Susie Egan—Spring Ephemerals for
Woodland Gardens
Lucy Hardiman—The Color Full Garden
Dan Hinkley—25 Plants Dan Wouldn’t be
Without

Karen Chapman—Foliage Fusion
Cass Turnbull—No More Flying Saucers
Debra Prinzing—Flower School
Riz Reyes—Buy Plants Like a Pro
~ Saturday, February 8 ~
Ciscoe Morris—Gardening with Ciscoe
& Meeghan
Dan Hinkley—Good Weed
Nita-Jo Rountree—Perfect Pairs
Janine Anderson—Southern Beauties
~ Sunday, February 9 ~
Gardening 101: Maintenance Made Easy
• Meghan Fuller—How Low Can You Go?
• Christina Pfeiffer—Key Tasks for Your
Spring Garden
Sue Goetz—Color Play in the Garden

Janet Endsley is the seminar manager for the Northwest Flower & Garden Show.
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SPRING PLANT SALE COMING MARCH 7
Deborah

Heg

Just when we need those longer

ing at this time of year, and might grace

days and brighter skies, March finally

your own garden.

arrives, and late winter bloomers meet

Every year the wizards who put

the first flowers of spring to lift our

together this sale (volunteers all) manage

spirits. Then, as sure as bulbs breaking

to squeeze more sellers into the sale,

ground, we can count on the Spring

adding to the selection for the shoppers,

Plant Sale to usher us happily into our

and at the same time making it harder

gardening year.

for buyers to resist “just one more.” Our

The seventh NHS Spring Plant Sale:

local specialty growers have the ability to

“Ephemerals...and More!” will be held

offer the rare and unusual plants unavail¬

on Friday, March 7, from 9:00 am to

able to us through larger nurseries, and

3:00 pm, at the Center for Urban Hor¬

we love to support their important work.

ticulture (CUH). In addition to being a

Dryopteris polylepis (Richie Steffen)

top-notch plant sale, the event continues

Although fabulous hellebores are always
well represented and greatly coveted,

to be a dedicated fundraiser for the Miller Horticultural Library.

thousands of other beautiful and special treasures will be on

And a few special features have been added for fun.

hand for purchase as well.

World renowned plant collector and gardening grandee

This sale has become a bright spot on the local gardening

Dan Hinkley will once again express his longtime support for

calendar. More details will follow as the date draws near, so

the Library by donating his time to deliver one of his always

stay tuned. Don’t miss this very popular and fun event! EH

fun and enlightening lectures.
The delightful and extensive horticultural display in Merrill

Deborah Heg is an NHS board member and chairs the Miller

Hall is always an enjoyable way to learn which plants are shin-

Library Committee.

LITERARY NOTES FROM THE MILLER LIBRARY
Brian

Thompson

for March, use the quiet

“tunneling through the arborvitae to get to the front door.”

days of winter to catch up on your reading. After reviewing

Valerie Easton devotes several pages of The NEW Low-

While you are eagerly waiting

the speakers’ list for the 2014 Spring Gardening Symposium, I

Maintenance Garden (2009) to describing how Shirley Watts

have several books to recommend.

uses repurposed materials in her garden design. This is just one

My favorite, by prolific author Andrew Wilson, is Influen¬

way Easton gives gardeners the green light to loosen up and let

tial Gardeners (2002), a collection of biographies about garden

go a bit. Reading this before the spring whirl of activities be¬

designers of the twentieth century. This is best read when the

gins will help you have a garden where “the exhaustion is taken

only real work you can do on your garden is in your head, or

out, not the fulfillment.”
To highlight Marietta O’Byrne’s plantings with hellebores,

perhaps on a sketch pad. Each of the more than 50 profiles
gives insights to the designers’ philosophy and working style,

I’ll reach back to a chapter from Gardening in the Shade (1964)

and there’s much to reflect on for your own designs.

by Margery Fish. She writes, “I like to come across my hel¬
lebores in odd places, and I have favourite positions for all of

In his blog, Scot Eckley indicates that he was inspired by
Thomas Church. Particularly relevant to the symposium is

them.” While there are many exciting new options available

Church’s book Your Private World: A Study of Intimate Gardens

now, Fish will remind you that hellebores have been essential

(1969). This very readable book is often quite funny, and despite

in great gardens for a long time. El

its publication date, is full of useful ideas. For example, use a
“Red Carpet Psychology” for your entryway, to make your guests

Brian Thompson is the manager and curator of horticultural

feel both important and very welcome. You don’t want them

literature for the Elisabeth C. Miller Library.
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THE STORY OF PLANTS: IVY
Daniel

When

I

first laid eyes

Mount

on the ivy-

stain remover. In 1566, Anton Mizald,

swathed green belts of Seattle I

a Parisian doctor, even recom¬

was filled with a childlike

mended wrapping pendulous

awe. You see, I was a boy

breasts in ivy garlands

who imagined himself

to restore elasticity

Tarzan more than a

and to “raise them

fireman. I found

to their proper

tree climbing

position.” I’m

and vine swing¬

not sure if that

ing half-naked

would work for

preferable to

man-boobs,

uniformed

but that’s not

teamwork. This

why I’m inter¬
ested in ivy. I’m

is probably why I
became a gardener.

interested in the

As a native plant

garden worthiness

enthusiast I quickly began

of this plant I have long

to see these green deserts for

chosen to overlook.
In the early eighteenth century,

what they were: botanical waste¬
lands. I saw ivy as something first to be

horticulturists in Europe began collect¬

loathed, then to be eradicated. I never

ing and naming clones of H. helix. In

planted ivy no matter how lovely the

the next century the Victorians raised

variegation, or deeply lobed the leaf. All ivies I believed would

ivy to nearly a cult status, growing it as a parlor plant as well

eventually become voracious green monsters and swallow the

as in their gardens. To them it was associated with long-lasting

Emerald City.

and clinging love. They used it for joyful Christmas decorat¬

I was grossly misinformed.

ing as well as for funerals, associating it with the eternal. The

The American Ivy Society lists 16 species of ivy in the genus

ancient Greeks also had a cultish attitude towards ivy. Sacred

Hedera, a member of the Araliaceae, or the aralia family. This

to Bacchus, the god of wine and revelry, women worshipping

family of primarily tropical plants includes some temperate

him in drunken dances wore only ivy crowns. In the modern

garden favorites like Fatsia, Tetrapanax, and Fatshedera all ideal

garden, ivy has a rather stoic role as an evergreen groundcover.

for bringing a little tropicalismo to a Northwest garden. But

Grown more for foliage than flowers, this late bloomer pro¬

none of these rival the ivies for their amazing ability to cover

vides the last nectar of the season for many insects including

the most inhospitable ground in the garden.

honeybees. I remove the curious green flowers before the fruit

It is this awesome ability that has given ivy its awful reputa¬

ripens to avoid the possibility of ivy escaping the garden. A

tion. This reputation really belongs to only one cultivar, H.

better solution would be to select cultivars that are less likely

hibernica ‘Hibernica’, the Irish or Atlantic ivy, now on the state’s

to produce fruit. Most miniatures, curly-leafed, and speckled

noxious weed list. Because it is often mislabeled as English ivy

forms are great for that reason. The large-leafed Persian ivy (H.

it has dragged many fine plants down with it. H. helix, the true

colchica) also rarely flowers or fruits in the Northwest.

English ivy, has nearly 500 cultivars of admirable garden plants.

I can still imagine the tropics, when I look at Seattle’s awful

Humans have long admired ivy. Stone Age man used it

ivy-strangled greenbelts. I can see myself swinging half-naked,

for fodder, religious rituals, and medicine. In 460 BCE, Hip¬

man-boobs pendulating. Maybe this bit of jungle athletics

pocrates, the “Father of Medicine” wrote the first description

would bring back my youthful pecs.

of ivy’s medicinal uses. Over the millennia it has been used to
treat dysentery, kidney stones, and even the black plague. In

Read more of Daniels reflections on plants and gardens at

Britain each family had its uses for ivy from wart-shrinker to

www.mountgardens.com.
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2013 NHS GRANTS
AWARDED
The

NHS Grants Committee consisting of Greg Graves (chair), Joe Abken,

Jerry Gettel, Ann LeVasseur, and Faye Greenlee has recommended, and
the NHS board has approved, that 2013 grants be awarded to the following
organizations.
1. Friends of the Conservatory Volunteer Park was awarded $2,500 to aid
in the development of a mobile website. This website would be adapted for the

THE GARDEN
IN WINTER
Frosty-white and cold it lies
Underneath the fretful skies;
Snowflakes flutter where the red
Banners of the poppies spread,
And the drifts are wide and deep
Where the lilies fell asleep.

visitor and could be used as a portable, self-guided tour with basic information
of each house, and will contain many layers of information, allowing the visitor
to decide the level of information to explore in each area.
2. Garden Raised Bounty (GRUB) received $3,000 for their Kitchen Gar¬
den Project (KGP) to build 60 plus free gardens in the south Puget Sound area.
This is a program that partners with low-income people and groups to give
them the means and education necessary to establish backyard and commu¬

But the sunsets o’er it throw
Flame-like splendor, lucent glow,
And the moonshine makes it gleam
Like a wonderland of dream,
And the sharp winds all the day
Pipe and whistle shrilly gay.

nity gardens. The KGP is about helping those with the greatest food insecurity
to help themselves.
3. The University of Washington Botanic Garden (UWBG) was awarded
$3,000 to develop a new education series that will engage local gardeners and
landscape professionals in monitoring for high consequence plant pests and
diseases using the National Plant Diagnostic Network’s (NPDN) First Detector
Training Program. This grant will allow UWBG to broaden their reach into the

Safe beneath the snowdrifts lie
Rainbow buds of by-and-by;
In the long, sweet days of spring
Music of bluebells shall ring,
And its faintly golden cup
Many a primrose will hold up.

community.
4. Seattle Children’s PlayGarden received $1,000 to aid in the comple¬
tion of the Living Fence. The fence is completed and about two-thirds of it has
been planted. The goal is to integrate wildlife and pollinator plants throughout
the length of the fence line transforming an ordinary perimeter fence into a
living fence replete with beautiful perennials for little hands to explore. iH

Though the winds are keen and chill
Roses’ hearts are beating still,
And the garden tranquilly
Dreams of happy hours to be
In the summer days of blue
All its dreamings will come true.

Greg Graves is the NHS president and also chairs the Grants Committee.

Lucy Maud Montgomery (1874-1942)
was a Canadian author best known for a
series of novels beginning with Anne of
Green Gables, published in 1908.

Seattle Childrens PlayGarden campus
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MONDAY, MARCH 10,10:00 AM-12:00 PM
Gardening Socially with Sue Goetz

NHS Hall,

Join Sue Goetz, garden designer, writer, and owner of the
Creative Gardener and Urban Garden Company, to explore
the basics of using social media and web searches for garden¬
ing inspiration and information. Sue will cover: Making a
Pinterest garden journal. What the heck is Houzz? Is Instagram
something you should do? Use your camera phone to catalog
your garden. Come get started and inspired to garden socially.
No techno savvy required. Take Sound Transit bus service
(594) from downtown Seattle to within two minutes of Urban
Garden Company if you prefer not driving.
Location: Urban Garden Company/Tacoma
Fee: Members:

$25.00

Non-members:

$35.00

Limit:

Reception 6:45 pm, Lecture 7:15 pm

15

Center for Urban Horticulture

Members $5.00 Non-members $10.00

NO RESERVATIONS TAKEN
JANUARY 8, 2014

Dynamic Duo—Foliage Edition

Karen Chapman and Christina Salwitz
MARCH 12, 2014

Primula: The Joys of Spring and Beyond

Merrill Jensen

THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 3:00 PM~5:00 PM

APRIL 9, 2014

Botanical Latin with Daniel Sparler

Dark Thoughts

Have you ever wanted to have a better grasp on the use
of botanical Latin? Daniel Sparler, linguist and gardener
extraordinaire, will reprise his popular class to demystify pro¬
nunciations of and reasons for botanical plant nomenclature.
You will learn how you can use your knowledge of plant names
to enhance your selection and use of plants.

Nicholas Staddon
MAY 14, 2014

The Layered Garden

David Culp

Location: Miller Botanical Garden/Seattle
Fee: Members: $25.00 Non-members: $35.00 Limit: 18

JUNE 11, 2014

Tour of Conservation in Cuba

Carlos Sanchez

m//

MIXED BORDER CLASSES
Mastering the Ultimate Mixed Border
with Daniel Mount
This series of four classes over the course of a growing season
will provide you with the information and inspiration you need
to design, install, and maintain a mixed border. Returning
to the same garden over six months will give you a chance to
understand the workings of these very complex borders.
Location: Private Garden/Medina
• Thursday, April 3,10:00 am-12:00 pm
• Thursday, June 5,10:00 am-12:00 pm
• Thursday, August 7,10:00 am-12:00 pm
• Thursday, October 2,10:00 am-12:00 pm

Fee per class: Members: $25.00
Non-Members: $35.00 Limit: 25
Series fee (pay for all four classes prior
TO FIRST CLASS)

Fee: Members: $100.00 Non-Members: $140.00

Full schedule of lectures and upcoming events
can be found on our website:
www.northwesthort.org

SPRING PLANT SALE TO BENEFIT
THE MILLER LIBRARY
FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 2014
9:00 AM TO 3:00 PM
NHS Hall, Center for Urban Horticulture
Over 15 specialty growers will be
bringing a wonderful assort¬
ment of spring ephemerals

Limit: 25

and companion plants, plus

For those who purchase the full series prior to the first class there will
be a bonus class on Thursday, December 4, 2014,10:00 am-12:00 pm.

a lecture by Dan Hinkley,

For reservations e-mail nwhort@aol.com
or call Karin Kravitz at 206-780-8172

and many additional
features. See page 7 for
more information.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
It’s finally the time of year

when the garden is fairly quiet. At home, all the beds

are cut back and composted and just waiting to start all over again. I did get a lot

EDITOR
Judy Redmond
judyredmond@frontier.com

planted this past fall: some plants to enhance the garden and some to correct past

DESIGNERS
Judy Redmond and
Constance Bollen,
cb graphics,

mistakes. There were also a few areas that needed renovation.
This is a great time to plan ahead for the coming year, whether it’s work in the
garden or maybe a trip to see some other wonderful gardens. For NHS, we can look
forward to the Spring Symposium as a great way to look at our garden and get plenty
of ideas. This year’s title is Small Spaces—Big Impact! which follows a similar 2013 Great Plant Picks
(GPP) theme. GPP offers lots of plant information for small gardens. Now NHS will offer a bit more plant
information and a lot of design information. [Editors note: See the Spring Symposium article on pages 1-2.]
Plantswoman Marietta O’Byrne, from Northwest Garden Nursery in Eugene, Oregon, will deliver a
lecture entitled “Hellebores and Beyond: Succession Plantings for the Small Garden.” Marietta has most
recently been selecting and propagating hellebores which are some of the finest on the market.
From the Bay Area, Shirley Alexandra Watts will explain “Thinking Big in Small Urban Gardens.”
With her background in fine arts and nearly 20 years of working in the field Shirley has developed a per¬
sonal design style using new and salvaged materials, plantsmanship, and an ability to bring a surprising
element of contemporary culture to a garden.
Local landscape architect Scot Eckley will present “Secrets of Designing for and Maximizing Small
Spaces.” Scot enjoys interacting with clients and creating innovative and cost-conscious solutions.
“Small Gardens: More or Less?” will be the talk given by Andrew Wilson, an award-winning landscape
and garden designer and a partner in the Wilson McWilliam Studio based in London. His latest book is

cbgseattle@comcast.net
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The Small Garden Handbook.
We will start our 2014 lecture series off on January 8 with “Dynamic Duo—Foliage Edition” presented
by Karen Chapman and Christina Salwitz based on their book Fine Foliage. The March 12 lecture will be
“Primula: the Joys of Spring and Beyond” presented by Merrill Jensen, the director of the Jensen-Olson

PRINTER
Mike Klinke,
Impression Printing

Arboretum in Juneau, Alaska.
There isn’t a February lecture because of the Northwest Flower & Garden Show. As usual, we will partner with the Pacific Horticul¬
ture Society and will have a booth at the show.
I hope to see you at one of these events before we get back into the garden. US

Greg Graves is the president of NHS.

Photo courtesy of Sue Nevler

Photo courtesy of Sue Nevler

Photo courtesy of Lael’s Moon Garden Nursery
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Brian Thompson
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Helleborus 'Annas Red’, Cyclamen coum, Erica 'Myretoun Ruby’, Erica arborea 'Spring Smile’, and Viola sp.
Winter came down to our home one night/ Quietly pirouetting in on silvery-toed slippers of snow,
And we, we were children once again. ~ Bill Morgan, Jr.

^ Telephone: 206-780-8172 ^ Web: www.northwesthort.org ^ E-mail: nwhort@aol.com

